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2018 COURSE GUIDE
This Course Guide provides Year
8, 9 and 10 students with the
information needed to select their
options subjects for 2018. Students
will find a range of possibilities
that will give them engaging and
challenging learning experiences.
Students are encouraged to think
about their future pathways and
to choose subjects that have links
to their future study options and
personal interests.

COMPULSORY
SUBJECTS

In 2018, at Bayview Secondary
College all Year 8, 9 and 10 students
will undertake studies in the
following areas:
• English/Literacy
• Geography
• Health & Physical Education
• History
• Mathematics/Numeracy
• Science
•	My Education (Work Studies
9/10 only)

OPTIONS SUBJECTS
Year 8, 9 and 10 students will be
offered the opportunity to study
THREE options subjects of their
choice. All courses will be offered
as half yearly subjects. Students are
required make subject selections:

•	Semester 1 (Terms 1 & 2, 2018)		
Term 4, 2017
•	Semester 2 (Terms 3 & 4, 2018)		
Term 2, 2018

Unless otherwise stated as grade
specific, most subjects will consist of
a mix of Year 8, 9 and 10 students.

It is important to prioritise
subject selections in the correct
order.

Students should consider the
following points when choosing
subjects:

Note: whilst most students will
receive most of their course
selections, all choices will be
considered as viable options and will
be used when necessary.

• Pursue individual interests
•	Choose subjects that will broaden
their learning experiences
•	Keep in mind pathways to Year
11/12, TAFE or the career path
they wish to take
•	Seek advice from parents, older
students and teachers
All students are asked to indicate
SIX subject preferences in order
of most important (1) to least
important (6).
Please note:
1.	Students will be assigned their
number one selection first, then
number two etc.
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2.	It is necessary to understand that
lower preference choices will be
allocated if a subject is unavailable.
This may be because:
•	The course did not run
because of insufficient numbers
•	The course clashed with
another of the choices you
made
•	The course was full (all courses
have maximum student
numbers set)
3.	Priority is given to Year 10
students.
4.	B SC High Performance Sports
students in Year 8, 9 and 10 must
choose the compulsory Athlete
Development Program.

0NLINE COURSE SELECTION PROCESS
Students must choose 6 subject preferences

Use the Web Preferences Access Guide
(Supplied to students Term 4)

Enter options in order of preference

Number 1 will be the subject the student wants to do most

Print the receipt from the website

Parent/Carer/Guardian to sign receipt

Hand the signed receipt to the office by Friday 24 November, 2017
*The course selection has not been completed until the receipt has been received at the office
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2018 OPTIONS SUBJECTS

THE ARTS

TECHNOLOGIES

• Drama

•	Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT)

• Dance
• Guitar

• Café Skills and Trends

• Music General

• Lifestyle Foods

•	Music Performance Stage Band –
Instrumental Ensemble

• MDT – Entrepreneur Skills
• MDT – Fabrication

• Photography

• Multimedia Production

• Visual Art 2D

• STEAM

• Visual Art 3D

HUMANITIES &
SOCIAL SCIENCES
• History Extended
• Human Science
• Tourism
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HEALTH &
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

•	Athlete Development Program –
Year 10, 11 and 12 (TASC) (Year
10 High Performance Sports
students must select this elective)
•	Athlete Development Program
– Year 7, 8 and 9 (Year 7, 8 and
9 High Performance Sports
students must select this elective)
• Girls Health & Fitness
• Outdoor Education
• Physical Recreation
• Personal Health & Fitness
• Sports Science

THE ARTS
DANCE

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This subject involves many aspects of
Dance including technique (learning
HOW to do moves and different
styles), choreography (learning how
to CREATE dance) and performance
(PUBLIC display and sharing).
Technique focuses on different styles
such as hip hop, jazz, contemporary
and ballet. Dance moves and
routines are taught slowly with
different levels to suit a range of
abilities (Beginners to Advanced).
There is also a big focus on safe
dance practice which means that
you learn how your body moves and
how to train for Dance specific skills
in strength, flexibility, balance and
co-ordination.
There is a strong focus on student
devised choreography where you
will be guided through processes
that allow for individual expression
through movement. This is often
done in groups and team work,
communication, respect, and
resilience are all key skills in Dance.
There will also be opportunities
to work with leading dance
professionals which is always exciting
and a great way to really improve.
Skills and mental processes to cope
with nerves and self-reflection are
a big part of the Dance subject.
Performance is a key aspect of
the subject which is done in many
ways from sharing with classroom
peers, other class groups, Primary
Schools, and showcase events. In
the past these have included Inter
School Productions, School Plays,
Community Events, and Dance
Videos.

ASSESSMENT

TEACHER

• Group Performance

Miss Abbi Duggan

• Individual Performance
• Reflective Journal
•	Australian Curriculum for
Arts – Dance

GUITAR

TEACHER

ABOUT THIS COURSE

Ms Tulia Chung-Tilley

This course is designed for students
who are serious about playing
the guitar. The course is open to
students currently in grade 8 or
9 who have already chosen guitar
as their main instrument and are
keen to learn more. Each student
will follow a customised program
tailored to fit their own ability level
and interests. Those choosing this
course are strongly encouraged
to have their own instrument to
practise at home.

DRAMA

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is for students wishing
to develop self-esteem, confidence,
public speaking skills and their sense
of creativity. This will be developed
through theatre sports, impromptu
activities, short films and live
performances.
Students will learn about the basics
of drama script work, developing
a character and stage support.
Assessments will be based on a group
piece with a chosen theme. Students
will also explore screen acting and
the making of short film clips.
During terms one and two students
will have the opportunity to
create their own television show.
This would be a great learning
opportunity for anyone who wishes
to work in the film industry as
students will be able to direct as well
as act in short sketches.

All students will undertake
technical studies which focus on the
development of effective playing
technique. Also students will be
required to demonstrate formal
understanding of theory applicable
to the guitar such as chord/scale
knowledge, reading, and rhythmic
studies. Students will be able to
choose from a range of styles
according to their own personal
tastes. Opportunities will be given
for students to perform in class
or at more public events such as
school assemblies, festivals and other
community forums.

ASSESSMENT
• Group performance
• Individual performance
• Script writing for film
• Improvisation
•	Australian Curriculum
for Arts – Drama
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ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT

Students will be assessed according
to how quickly they progress
through their custom designed
program, how much material they
are able to cover and how much
they are able to expand their
repertoire. Students who perform
will be assessed more favourably
as will those who demonstrate a
capacity to play across a range of
styles and techniques.

• Technical skill

•	Australian Curriculum
for Arts – Music

TEACHER
Mr Jason Bezzant

MUSIC GENERAL
ABOUT THIS COURSE

This subject is for students who
enjoy music and can already
play an instrument at a basic to
intermediate level. The main focus
will be on getting better at playing
your chosen instrument. There may
be opportunities for students in
this class to perform but this is not
compulsory. While the main focus is
on practical work students must also
complete a theory component.
This course has three parts:
Practical: Students will participate
in class based solo, group or band
activities; however this course is
more about personal development.
There may be an opportunity to
become involved in more creative
tasks or record music.
Theoretical: Students complete
classroom theory as necessary to
achieve their goals. Students cover
units of work designed to build their
knowledge about music generally.
There is written work in this course.
Participation: Students are
expected to participate in class
activities for assessment.

• Musical knowledge and theory
• Solo, ensemble or band work
•	Performance expectations – at
the class level. Students may
perform in this course but this is
not compulsory.
•	Australian Curriculum
for Arts – Music

TEACHER
Mr Jason Bezzant

MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
STAGE BAND –
INSTRUMENTAL
ENSEMBLE

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This is a new music subject for
2018. Students at any level of ability
(including none) are encouraged
to join this course if they wish to
participate in an exciting and fun
band experience. Students will have
regular opportunities to participate in
school and community events, as well
as in teggana (inter-school) musical
events in collaboration with Rosny
College. Instruments will include Brass
and Woodwind instruments such
as saxophone, trumpet, clarinet, or
trombone. Students will be assisted to
borrow an instrument to take home
as practicing every day is an important
aspect of performance music.

ASSESSMENT
• Performance skills
• Practice and technical skills
• Ensemble and group work
• Commitment and motivation
• Organisation and reliability
•	Australian Curriculum
for Arts – Music

TEACHER
A specialised brass and woodwind
music teacher will teach this course.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

ABOUT THIS COURSE
In photography students will have
the opportunity to:
•	Construct and communicate a
sense of self through portrait
photography
•	Utilise new and existing skills
capturing images with digital
cameras
•	Develop aesthetic criteria and
apply it to their own work and the
work of others
•	Experiment with editing
techniques using the computer
program ‘pixlr’
•	Experiment with levitation and
‘trick’ photography
This course is for students wishing to
develop their photography skills by
experimenting with lighting, angles
and focus according to given themes.
As well as project work students will
also develop their editing skills using
various programs and participate in
scavenger photography hunts.

ASSESSMENT
• Group tasks
• Individual projects
• Editing skills
•	Australian Curriculum for Arts
and Technologies

TEACHER
Miss Abbi Duggan

VISUAL ART 2D

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is based around students
self-expression through Art as well
as students exploring a variety
of artists and their techniques to
enhance their own art making.
Students are expected to extend
and further develop the range of
techniques learned in previous years
and should be willing to explore new
possibilities. Students will continue to
explore and gain an understanding of
the elements and principles of design
through discussion and practical
tasks, with an aim to produce a body
of work for assessment, as well as
written component based around
their analyses of traditional and
contemporary art and artist.
Visual Art – 2D involves the use of
drawing, painting, printmaking and
collage. Students will be expected to
experiment and use a variety of art
media and create works around a set
theme, such as illustration, fantasy
art, street art, etc. Throughout this
course, students will experiment
with different materials, further
developing skills with various
mediums, and creating bodies of
work around these set themes.
Students will also be given the
opportunity to produce individual
pieces of their own choosing,
encouraging students to develop
their own personal style.

ASSESSMENT
Visual Art students should maintain
a Visual Diary throughout the year,
as this will be used for homework
and as an important part of their
final assessment. Students are also
required to demonstrate appropriate
behaviour with the use of materials
and with respect to the rights of
others to learn.
•	Australian Curriculum
for Arts – Visual Art

TEACHER
Ms Bronwynne Blazely

VISUAL ART 3D

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is based around students
self-expression through Art as well
as students exploring a variety
of artists and their techniques to
enhance their own art making.
Students are expected to extend
and further develop the range of
techniques learned in previous years
and should be willing explore new
possibilities. Students will continue to
explore and gain an understanding of
the elements and principles of design
through discussion and practical
tasks, with an aim to produce a body
of work for assessment.
Visual Art – 3D involves the use of
media such clay, wax, cardboard,
foam, tape and recycled materials
to create models and sculptures.
Students will be expected to
experiment and use a variety of
art media and create 3 dimensional
works around a set theme, such
as the human head, fantasy figures
and abstract art. Throughout this

course, students will experiment
with different materials, further
developing skills with various
mediums, and creating bodies of
work based on set themes and
individual pieces of their own
choosing. Encouraging students to
develop their own personal style.

ASSESSMENT
Visual Art students should maintain
a Visual Diary throughout the year,
as this will be used for homework
and as an important part of their
final assessment. Students are also
required to demonstrate appropriate
behaviour with the use of materials
and with respect to the rights of
others to learn.
•	Australian Curriculum
for Arts – Visual Art

TEACHER
Ms Bronwynne Blazely
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TECHNOLOGIES
CAFE SKILLS
& TRENDS

ABOUT THIS COURSE
Café Skills and Trends looks at the
process of preparing, cooking, and
serving food suitable for café menus.
Students also have the opportunity
to participate in Barista training.
This course is designed for students
interested in developing practical
life skills for today and personal
skills essential for the world of
work. Students will develop general
capabilities such as critical and
creative thinking, problem solving,
team work and time management
while participating in health and
safety practices, food preparation,
barista skills and customer service.
Students will gain skills and
knowledge in the following:
•	Commercial food preparation and
cooking skills
• Food choice and decision making
• Menu planning considerations
•	Health and safety in the
commercial kitchen
• Using the coffee machine
• Café trends
Class structure will be 2 parts
practical, 1 part theory

ASSESSMENT
Students will complete the following
assessment tasks:
• Safe food handling practices
•	Food preparation and
presentation
•	Front and back of house
operations

• Design challenges
•	Australian Curriculum for
Technologies

TEACHER
Ms Abi Roberts

ASSESSMENT
• Research reports
• Practical problem solving
• Applied programming
• Website design
• Network design and safety
•	Australian Curriculum for
Technologies

INFORMATION & TEACHER
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES
(ICT)
LIFESTYLE
ABOUT THIS COURSE
COOKING
Mr Brody Walker

Students in this option line will have
the opportunity to work with ICT,
engaging with both software and
hardware and how they interact to
create modern computer systems.

Hardware will involve students
learning what goes into physically
making a computer and a network.
Students will experiment with
hardware, learning how it works,
how to put it together as well as why
these parts are so important. Hands
on activities will be involved for this
part of the course.
Software will look at the underlying
programs that run on computers.
Students will learn about different
programming languages, computer
security, game making and game
based learning, and simulation and
modelling skills. Through this, they
will learn how to design programs to
fulfil specific purposes.
This course has both practical and
theoretical components, to best help
students understand the principles
behind modern computing.
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ABOUT THIS COURSE
Learn to plan and prepare tasty
meals and treats for yourself
and others while increasing your
knowledge of healthy eating and
sustainable food production.
In lifestyle cooking students will
develop health and safety, nutrition,
ethical and sustainable food choice
awareness as they practice practical
skills in food preparation and
cooking methods. They will have
opportunities to work independently
and collaboratively to achieve
positive outcomes. They will also
experiment with ingredients from
our kitchen garden and apply design
process skills to complete design
challenges in a timely way.
Students will gain skills in the
following areas:
•	Basic food preparation and
cooking skills
• Costing and cooking to a budget.
•	Health and safety in the kitchen
•	Sustainable and ethical food
practices

•	Nutrition and healthy food
choices

Learning opportunities/tasks will
include:

• Plant identification

•	Onguard Safety certification of at
least 3 new tools

Class structure will be 2 parts
practical, 1 part theory

ASSESSMENT
Students will complete the following
assessment tasks:
•	Food preparation and
presentation

•	The creation of a stand with a
draw in it
• Complete a Portfolio booklet
• Online Knowledge research
• Learn and apply a design process

ASSESSMENT

• Personal photo folio of work

• Production of items of worth

• Design challenges

•	Application to practical problem
solving

• Assignment work
•	Australian Curriculum for
Technologies

TEACHER
Ms Abi Roberts

MDT
FABRICATION

ABOUT THIS COURSE
With a focus on practical skill
acquisition & problem solving,
students will negotiate their
learning priorities for the year.
The concepts of solid construction
& goal attainment will provide a
common thread for all participants
in this course. The explicit teaching
of construction principles and
processes will guide students’ skill
development in line with the AC
Design & Technologies Curriculum.
This is where we use our literacy
and numeracy skills matched with
imagination and initiative to create
products of worth/usefulness. There
is a strong emphasis on designing
projects that solve problems coupled
with a focus on mastering digital
research and 3D drawing software.

•	Planning and recording progress
through a design brief.
•	Capacity to apply authentic
research to create, design and
manufacture
•	Citizenship and personal
management
•	Australian Curriculum for
Technologies

TEACHER
Mr Pete Goward

MDT
ENTREPRENEUR
SKILLS
ABOUT THIS COURSE

Finishing skills will be encouraged
and enforced as they lead to quality.
Students will spend time focussing on
slipstream manufacturing techniques
in order to discover safety conscious
efficiencies.
Learning opportunities will include:
• Lazy Susans
• Jewellery Box construction
• Rolling Pins
• Cribbage Boards
• CNC Signage
•	Authentic Services that fall under
the flagship of Tasmanian Humble
Products ( Student enterprise
initiative)
Specialised artisans and other
community linkage opportunities will
be actively encouraged with students
in this option.

ASSESSMENT
•	Practical problem solving
& skill development
•	Enterprise design and
manufacture
•	Citizenship and personal
management
• Research and presentation skills
• Efficiency of process knowledge
•	Australian Curriculum for
Technologies

TEACHER
Mr Pete Goward

With a focus on specific skill
development, students will develop
their knowledge of various materials
and their effective manipulation.
This rigorous course is highly
structured and will comprise many
small projects and learning tasks.
Plan interpretation, precision
and efficiency are the through
lines for this course. The explicit
teaching of construction will guide
students’ skill development in line
with the AC Design Technologies
Curriculum. Simplistic quality will be
the benchmark and students will be
encouraged to develop their own
specializations over the year.
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MULTIMEDIA
PRODUCTION

ABOUT THIS COURSE
Students in this course will have the
chance to create a range of creative
and informative texts in different
styles and media.
The Multimedia Production course
will provide students with a basic
introduction to some of the skills
and knowledge needed to produce
content for traditional and social
media.
Students will learn to plan and
prepare for interviews, learn how to
capture high-quality audio and video
content and learn how to edit their
content into a quality end-product.

ASSESSMENT
•	The group will provide
regular content for the school
newsletter and produce a page
for publication in The Mercury,
including selling advertising space,
producing content and providing
input to page layout.
•	Students will have the chance to
create content for the school’s
social media channels, including
hosting Facebook live videos.
•	Students will plan and undertake
interviews with fellow students,
school staff and other members
of the school community.
•	Australian Curriculum for
Technologies

TEACHER
Mr Stu Warren

STEAM

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is designed to provide
students with the opportunity to
solve problems through a user
centred design process and to
engage with a range of design
focused STEAM challenges.
During first and second term
students will have the opportunity
to work with a team of professionals
from LiveTiles, technology startup company based in Hobart.
Through this partnership students
will have the opportunity to create
digital solutions to a range of
problems. Students will also have the
opportunity to engage with LEGO
Mindstorm robots and the Grok
Education program as platforms to
introduce computer coding.
Students will also participate in the
Science and Engineering Challenge
and National Science Week. The
Science and Engineering Challenge
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is a nationwide science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
(STEM) outreach program aimed at
developing student engagement and
interested in science and engineering.
Students will compete against
other schools in a range of design
challenges. During National Science
Week students will coordinate and
host a science expo for local primary
schools and community groups.

ASSESSMENT
Students will be provided with
opportunities to present their
findings using a range of digital
products. Possible examples include
developing web pages, apps,
computer programs and digitally
designed products (e.g 3D printed
products).
•	Australian Curriculum for Science
and Technologies

TEACHER
Mr Adrian Eberle

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES
HISTORY
EXTENDED

ABOUT THIS COURSE
The history that we are able to
study in our core-classrooms is just a
small snap shot of the huge number
of events, people and places that
have experienced change over the
past 3000 years. You could learn
more about the Shoguns of Japan,
the impact of Genghis Khan, the
Spanish conquest of the Americas,
the development of the slave
trade around the world and the
environmental movement of the
1960s.
This course offers you an
opportunity to study areas of history
that aren’t commonly taught, in
more detail than your core-class
provides as well as opportunities to
develop your own inquiry questions
to learn more about history that you
are interested in. Please note, areas
studied will depend on both what
is studied in core classes and prior
learning in history classes.
Students will explore in detail some
of the history depth studies that are
offered by the Australian curriculum
that aren’t currently studied in
core classrooms. Further, they will
have an opportunity to develop
their historical skills in more detail,
therefore supporting and extending
their learning in the core classroom.
Students will also have an
opportunity to develop their own
inquiry questions surrounding the
historical depth studies and study
areas of history that interest them,
and demonstrate their learning in a
negotiated assessment form.

Finally, there will be opportunities
given to enter Australian history
prizes, including both the Frank
MacDonald Memorial Prize and the
Simpson Prize.

ASSESSMENT
• Historical essay skills
• Timelines
•	Examining evidence and different
perspectives
• Developing historical empathy
•	Examining cause and effect of
world events
• Research projects
•	Individual and Group
presentations
• Class participation and discussion
•	Australian Curriculum for
Humanities and Social Sciences
(HASS)

TEACHER
Miss Mel Collet

HUMAN SCIENCE
ABOUT THIS COURSE

This course is ideally suited to
more academically minded students
wishing to improve their study skills
and learn more about how human
beings think, behave and interact
with each other. This course will also
be good for students who wish to
study Humanities or Human Science
subjects at college.
Students will investigate the human
sciences incorporating aspects of
psychology (the study of the mind
and behaviour), sociology (the study
of people in groups) and philosophy
(thinking and reasoning).

ASSESSMENT
Students will be required to study
written and audio visual materials
and will be assessed in three main
ways:
•	Written assignments and/or
presentation
•	Class participation and
organisation
• Formal examination
•	Australian Curriculum for
Humanities and Social Sciences
(HASS)
Students will be able to reach higher
assessments in the areas of English,
SOSE and Science through their
participation in this course.

TEACHER
Mr Jason Bezzant
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TOURISM

ABOUT THIS COURSE
Tourism in Tasmania is booming
with over 1 million people visiting
the state each year, this means there
will be great career opportunities
in the tourism, hospitality and travel
industry in the future.
This subject will provide students
with an overview of the tourism
industry, the impacts of tourism as
well as allow them to investigate
some of the great destinations and
environments in Tasmania and the
rest of the world. Students will
explore the human and physical
geography of Tasmania as well
as research and investigate some
of the popular destinations and

tourist attractions the state has
to offer. Students will also have
the opportunity to investigate and
research various other locations
around the world. They will explore
different environments and cultures
as well as examine why tourism is
such an important industry and the
impact it has.
As well as completing interesting
classroom activities, students will
have the opportunity to participate
in some excursions to local tourist
attractions.

ASSESSMENT
• Class participation and discussions
•	Budget, plan and create mock
travel itineraries
•	Essay writing
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•	Creating travel brochures and
posters
• Individual and group presentations
• PowerPoint presentations
•	Class participation and discussion
•	Australian Curriculum for
Humanities and Social Sciences
(HASS)

TEACHER
TBC

HEALTH & PHYSCIAL EDUCATION
YEAR 10, 11 &
12 ATHLETE
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM (TASC)
ABOUT THIS COURSE

Athlete Development focuses on
sports specific learning. The course
prepares students with the necessary
critical elements leading to an
improvement in their chosen sport,
emphasising technical development,
physical preparation and sports
specific knowledge.
This course provides students with
an athlete development program
based around individual need.
The course can be adapted to
the student’s preferred sport and
students will be given opportunities
to prepare and improve their overall
athletic performance. The course
adequately prepares students for
possible scholarship entry into the
Tasmanian Institute of Sport and the
Australian Institute of Sport. BSC
High Performance Sports students in
Year 10 must select this course.
Students must:
•	Play in a recognised sporting
competition in the year they
undertake the course.
•	Be involved in a physical
preparation and technical training
program.
•	Undertake appropriate fitness
tests during their program
of study. These will be at the
beginning and towards the end of
the course.

•	Regularly meet with their teacher
and their coach. The coach must
be qualified in the student’s sport
or be nominated by the sport’s
peak body.
• Maintain a Training Diary.

COURSE OUTLINE
The course is designed for 150 hours
of study. It consists of the following
three modules, each dealing with a
specific area of the course. Select
the links to access unit materials and
activities.
Module 1 Specialist and Technical
Coaching/Training (suggested 50
hours duration)
Module 2 Physical Preparation
and Performance Measurement
(suggested 50 hours duration)
Module 3 Sports Knowledge
Tutorials (suggested 50 hours
duration)

YEAR 10 TCE
ACCELERATION
•	Students choosing this subject
must undertake this course for
the whole year.
•	This will provide students an
accelerated start in to achieving
their TCE.

TEACHER
TBC

YEAR 7, 8 &
9 ATHLETE
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course is designed for those
students who have a strong desire
to pursue excellence in their chosen
sport. Through a range of practical
and theory units, students will gain
a thorough understanding of what is
required to make it to, and compete
at the highest level. The course
will be adapted to the student’s
preferred sport and students will
be given opportunities to prepare
and improve their overall athletic
performance. BSC High Performance
Sports students in Years 7, 8 and 9
must select this course.
Students must:
•	Play in a recognised sporting
competition in the year they
undertake the course.
•	Be involved in a physical
preparation and technical training
program.
•	Undertake appropriate fitness
tests during their program
of study. These will be at the
beginning and towards the end of
the course.
•	Regularly meet with their teacher
and their coach. The coach must
be qualified in the student’s sport
or be nominated by the sport’s
peak body.
• Maintain a Training Diary.
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ASSESSMENT

• Healthy cooking

ASSESSMENT

•	Summative Assessment task:
Performance reviews, End of unit
tests, Fitness Testing & Program
Design

• Project work

•	Formative Assessment:
Observation, journal/book work,
term assessment tasks, peer and
self-assessment assessment tasks.

•	Australian Curriculum for Health
and Physical Education

TEACHER

•	Student Knowledge and
understanding

•	Australian Curriculum for Health
and Physical Education

Miss Abbi Duggan

• Observation and student journal

TEACHER
Mr Tom Robinson

GIRLS HEALTH
& FITNESS

ABOUT THIS COURSE
The Girls Health and Fitness option
is designed to expose girls to a range
of fitness and recreation pursuits,
build confidence and improve
relationships.
Girls will participate in a range of
school-based physical and health
related activities using the Bayivew
Secondary school gym, dance room
for yoga and pilates and cooking
facilities to create healthy meals
in the kitchen. Girls will also have
the opportunity to participate in
self-defence workshops with Darren
Pretty, enjoy indoor rock climbing
and aerial yoga.
Throughout the program girls will
do project based work and research
into healthy lifestyles and career
opportunities that exist in the health
and fitness industry. There will also
be various off site excursions to local
beaches and fitness classes.
Students will participate in:
•	Various types of Yoga including
aerial yoga (in hammocks)

• Guest speakers

ASSESSMENT

OUTDOOR
EDUCATION

ABOUT THIS COURSE
Outdoor Education aims to give
students an understanding of the
outdoor environment and provide
them with new and exciting
challenges.
Students will undertake the
following activities:

•	Formal assessment tasks –
Investigative studies, Trip planning
tasks, Unit tasks
•	Informal assessments – Peer
assessments, Self-assessments

•	Australian Curriculum for Health
and Physical Education

TEACHER
Mr Ben Bannister

PHYSICAL
RECREATION

ABOUT THIS COURSE

• Bushwalking

Physical Recreation aims to further
develop and practice sports skills
and knowledge as well as promoting
a positive attitude towards physical
activity.

• Bike Riding

Students will:

•	Team building and team
challenge activities

• Indoor Climbing
• Orienteering
• Kayaking
• Surfing
• Beach Safety
•	Swimming & Water Safety
Program (Bronze Awards)
• Plan and participate in a camp
• First Aid
This course has practical and
theoretical components that are
compulsory for all students to
complete. Some theory components
of this course will need to be
completed before students are
able to participate in the planned
practical activities.

• Self-defence workshops
• Pilates
• Boxing
• Rock climbing
• Walks on local tracks
• Gym sessions including circuit
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•	Participate in team and individual
sports
•	Teach peers and organise sports
competitions
•	Develop sports skills and rule
knowledge in a range of sports.
•	Develop leadership skills and learn
how to be a more effective leader.
The emphasis of this course is to
enhance student physical activity. It is
expected students will come to class
prepared to participate in all aspects
of the course.

ASSESSMENT
•	Student knowledge, skills and
understanding
• Organisation
•	Australian Curriculum for Health
and Physical Education

TEACHER
Mr Andrew Dilger

PERSONAL
HEALTH &
FITNESS

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This individualised course is aimed at
students at any fitness level students
to gain knowledge in physical training
and conditioning whilst aiming to
develop their personal fitness levels.
It is a very practical course based
in the schools new Strength and
Conditioning room.
Improved physical performance,
weight loss, muscle gain, improved
concentration levels, increased
strength, endurance or power.
Whatever your goal this course
is for you!
Student will:
•	Set personal health and fitness
goals and work towards them
in a positive and encouraging
environment.

•	Learn about fitness principles,
basic human anatomy and
physiology, training principles and
theories, movement techniques.

ASSESSMENT

•	Work with Health and Fitness
professionals.

• Peer assessment

•	Visit a variety of external
training facilities.
Whether you never exercise and
want to start or are an advanced
athlete, this course will allow you
to set realistic yet challenging goals
and learn numerous techniques to
achieve them in a fun atmosphere.
Use the schools state of the art
Strength and Conditioning room
and learn about various training
techniques such as:

• Personal goals and achievement
• Training session planning
• Self assessment
•	Australian Curriculum for Health
and Physical Education

TEACHER
Mr Tom Robinson

• Circuit training
• Steady state endurance training
• Cross fit
• Interval training
• Strength training
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CAREER PLANNING & PATHWAYS
If you require more information
about subject choices or help with
career pathway planning we strongly
encourage you to speak with the
following staff members:

COURSE SELECTION
(YEAR 7, 8, 9 AND 10)
Ben Bannister – Assistant Principal

CAREER
PATHWAYS		
Bridget van de Kamp –
Community Engagement
Coordinator
bridget.vandekamp@
beaconfoundation.net
Adrian Broomball –
Business Relationship Manager
adrian.broomball@
beaconfoundation.net

MY EDUCATION/
TRANSITION
PLANNING

benjamin.bannister@education.tas.gov.au

USEFUL WEBSITES FOR
INFORMATION ON CAREER
AND EDUCATION PATHWAYS

http://career.edu.au – An Australian Government initiative designed for
parents and career practitioners to access career development learning
opportunities.
http://jobguide.dest.gov.au – Describes over 500 occupations, and their
education and training pathways, as well as career planning and job seeking
information.
http://myfuture.edu.au – Online career exploration and information
service useful for all students and parents.
http://meonline.kuder.com.au – My Education supports all school
students and adults by focusing on career and life planning which is a shared
partnership between the student, adult, parents and carers, the school, and
the community.

Stu Warren –
Senior School Manager
stu.warren@education.tas.gov.au

YEAR 11/12
PATHWAYS
Mr Adrian Eberle –
Year 11/12 Coordinator		
adrian.eberle@education.tas.gov.au
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NOTES
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FIND US
170 Mockridge Road Rokeby
CALL
(03) 6247 7800
EMAIL
bayview.secondary.college@education.tas.gov.au
FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/bayviewsc/
TWITTER
https://twitter.com/Bayview_S_C
www.bayviewsc.education.tas.edu.au

